IMI MOT TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT
IMI IS YOUR ONE-STOP SHOP FOR MOT ANNUAL TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT

IMI offer a complete end-to-end solution for all MOT training and development needs. We are an official DVSA delivery partner for MOT development requirements and the leading provider of automotive awards. Thousands of individuals have already signed up for the annual training and assessment through the IMI. We are ready to be your dedicated partner, servicing all your MOT needs.

MOT ANNUAL TRAINING

Current MOT testers need to complete a minimum of 3 hours training each year to maintain their professional status. IMI provide eLearning, allowing testers to complete their annual training online at home or wherever suit your needs. Training can also be undertaken through one of our IMI approved centres.

MOT ANNUAL ASSESSMENT

Testers can take their annual assessment directly through the IMI easy to use eLearning platform or at one of our IMI approved centres. Completion of the MOT annual assessment will provide you with certified proof of your competence and certificate of completion to meet DVSA’s requirements.

Try our FREE online practice session where you can complete a mock assessment and trial the eLearning platform to see if it works for you.

MOT PACKAGE OPTIONS:

- MOT annual training and annual assessment
- MOT annual assessment only
- MOT annual training learning modules only

“I really like the eLearning you have created for the MOT annual training as it is easy to access and so easy to use.”

Tony Kneale, MOT Tester.
NEW TESTERS AND MANAGERS

MOT QUALIFICATIONS: ROUTES & ELIGIBILITY

The information below details the MOT qualifications available and eligibility requirements.

MOT TESTING CLASSES 4 & 7

To become an MOT Tester, you will be required to achieve a short qualification. Successful completion of this qualification allows you to assess light vehicles (classes 4 & 7).

To take the qualification you will need 4 years relevant experience and one of the following:
- Level 3 Light Vehicle qualification
- IMI Accreditation Light Vehicle Inspection
- IMI Accreditation Light Vehicle Maintenance & Repair (Diagnostic Technician)

MOT TESTING CLASSES 1 & 2

In order to inspect Motorcycles requiring an MOT, you must achieve a short MOT qualification in classes 1 & 2. To enrol on a Motorcycle MOT course, you must meet the following criteria:
- 4 years’ relevant experience minimum

MOT TEST CENTRE MANAGEMENT

This qualification is designed for those managing an MOT test centre, but who are not responsible for undertaking MOT tests.

There are no eligibility criteria for those wishing to apply for the MOT Test Centre Management qualification.

TRAINING LOCATIONS

There are a number of IMI approved centres authorised to deliver the new MOT qualifications. Find your local MOT training provider at www.theimi.org.uk/mot.

NEXT STEPS

Complete your annual training and assessment at www.theimi.org.uk/motannualtraining.
If you have any queries or require assistance, email MOT@theimi.org.uk or call 01992 519025.

DELIVERING IMI MOT PRODUCTS

EXISTING CENTRES

IMI approved centres can apply to offer the new MOT qualifications by completing a Qualification Approval Application form via IMI Centres Hub. Centres can also apply to become Vehicle Testing Stations.

Centre requirements for delivery of MOT qualifications can be found at www.theimi.org.uk/mot.

PROSPECTIVE CENTRES

If your organisation is interested in offering the new IMI MOT qualifications email MOT@theimi.org.uk or call 01992 511521 for further information.

“IMI have been a leading organisation in re-educating the industry of what to expect. They have provided invaluable eLearning support materials for our learners, which make the course commercially viable for our sector.”

Trevor Lynn, MOT Academy

Find out more about IMI’s MOT training options, www.theimi.org.uk/mot.
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOP FOR MOT TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Find out more at www.theimi.org.uk/mot